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This book is an invitation to understand the essence of life with forty dogs in its entirety, and
through that comprehension to truly appreciate what Joseph Robertia sees every day, and never
takes for granted how special it is. His heartfelt goal is to share in words and photos the intrinsic
nature and indispensable quality that determines each dog and defines their unique character
and personality. Not everyone can sacrifice their spare time, salaries, and sanity to get to know
so many characters—from the well-mannered to the wily—but Life with Forty Dogs will reveal
the endless adventures and misadventures that come to those, like Robertia and his family, who
have made a life-changing canine commitment.

"I could not put [Life with Forty Dogs] down and finished it in less than a day, even with going into
work! As someone who rescues huskies in the lower 48 (California, to be exact), the topic of sled
dogs is near and dear to my heart. Thank you for thoughtful stories - some of which were laugh-
out-loud funny, others brought tears to my eyes. A great read for anyone who loves dogs,
especially rescue dogs." --Jane Cordingley, www.NorSled.org“Honest dog stories told with lots
of heart, guaranteed to win yours over from the start as it did mine! Robertia tells the truth about
dog mushing and points the way towards making the sport humane and less about speed and
money. He models how to put humanity and compassion at the forefront, not only for the sake
and love of all dogs but to ultimately make us better people.” – Andrea Thalasinos, author of Fly
By Night, Traveling Light, An Echo Through the Snow --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorFor the past fourteen years Joseph Robertia has been an award-
winning writer and photographer. He spent more than a decade as an outdoors reporter at the
Peninsula Clarion newspaper and currently writes for the Sports & Outdoors section of the
Alaska Dispatch News―the state's largest newspaper. In recent years he has freelanced as a
professional journalist with articles and photographs published in Alaska Magazine,Mushing
Magazine,Salmon Trout Steelheader, and in Alaska 50: Celebrating Alaska’s 50th Anniversary of
Statehood, just to name a few. Along with his wife, he has mushed dogs with his kennel fielding
teams in the 1,000-mile lditarod, Yukon Quest, and more than thirty other races. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.A ROGUES’
GALLERY“No more stories at the pound,” Cole pleaded, as I walked in cradling the newest
addition to the kennel, one of several in recent months to join our ranks after being abandoned
or surrendered at the local animal shelter.My wife’s statement came partially in jest, since I
always consulted her by phone beforehand, but like me, she found it difficult if not impossible to
say “no” to a dog once we had actually experienced face-to-face contact. The animal’s
anonymity dissolved, no longer a static mugshot on a computer screen or newspaper ad with
the words “For Adoption” over its picture. Peering into the eyes of a hopeful inmate at the pound



– in fur and flesh – made them more real, made their plight more painful to ignore, made their
prospect for living or dying an at-hand decision. In these moments, disregarding the opportunity
to save a dog was inconceivable.“We’re running out of room,” Cole said.She wasn’t wrong. At the
time we didn’t even own our home or property. We were living on half-an-acre of land, renting a
cabin with the same interior cubic-square-footage and charm of a small submarine. In that one-
room residence existed all our worldly possessions: a frameless futon mattress that served as
the bed, a folding card table with two metal chairs for eating dinner and hosting company, a 12-
inch television that picked up (if you squinted) one channel, one pot, one pan, one tea kettle, two
sets of silverware, and a box with all our clothes.In addition, we already allowed half-a-dozen
dogs to live inside with us, including Ping and Pong – two others who originated from the pound
a few weeks earlier. While working on a story on pet adoptions for the local newspaper, I spied
the tiny pup we would later name Ping at the back of one of the sterile runs made of chainlink
and concrete. Fuzzy, gray, and seemingly oblivious to the mere days she had left if not adopted, I
felt my heart not so much melt, as turn gooey with empathetic emotions. Her appearance also
reminded me – almost exactly – of Goliath, a dog we had acquired a few months earlier, but
whose cookie-sweet personality had won me over.At the close of the workday I sped home to
plead my case to Cole. She capitulated, but when I returned to the pound the next morning the
tiny pup now snuggled with a full-grown, but otherwise identical version of itself, which to my
dismay I found out was its mother.“Yesterday, we had them separated briefly for cleaning, but
they came in together,” said the shelter manager, a lanky, mustached man with a 1,000-yard
stare I assume he developed from the same post-traumatic stress that causes it in soldiers –
seeing too much death.“They’re not a package deal, but it’d be great if they went together,” he
added.I stood dumbfounded, time pooling in the present as my mind worked through the
decision it now had to make. I hadn’t come for two dogs, nor did I desire to leave with two, but
how could I live with myself if I only took home this pup, severed the bond between it and the
only creature that unconditionally loved it till that point, and potentially doomed the mother to
death by lethal injection should she hit the end of her allotted time span for adoption?I knew I
couldn’t, and by the gleam in the shelter manager’s eye, I think he knew it too. I called Cole to
briefly explain these new circumstances.“Well, saving the pup and killing the mom isn’t my
definition of a rescue,” she said.With that approval, not only did Ping come home, so did her
mother, who we named Pong.Weeks later, when I returned to the pound for a follow-up story, I
distinctly felt like a mark whose emotions the shelter manager knew could be played like a fish
on the end of a line.“Well, while you’re here, take a look at this one. She may be a good fit for
your program,” he said, his arm on my shoulder, steering me to my future furry acquisition.--This
text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Life with Forty DogsMISADVENTURES WITH RUNTS, REJECTS, RETIREES, AND
RESCUESJOSEPH ROBERTIA

To Colleen,for always understanding so much.Text and photographs © 2017 by Joseph
RobertiaAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any
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“A bone to the dog is not charity.Charity is the bone shared with the dog,when you are just as
hungry as the dog.”—JACK LONDON

AcknowledgmentsWriting a first book has a lot of PARALLELS to being a freshly whelped pup.
You’ve spent months cramped in the same position in a tiny space; so much time has passed
that when you see the sun, you squint at the light when taking those first few steps outside; and
initially you’re completely unclear about what is going on and how to fulfill your role in it all.
Because of this, I’m indebted to several people for making this process possible, or at the very
least, more palatable.The idea for this book was born when my father-in-law, Bill Morrow—after
hearing so many of our misadventures and delighting in them—suggested that I compile a few
into a collection for others to read and enjoy. He wasn’t the first person to say I should write a
book, but he was the first to truly mean it, and I will always owe him for that.I am equally indebted
to his wife, Rusty, who after I had made the decision to lay down a few stories and began
pedaling them, encouraged me to find literary professionals and a publishing house that
believed in my work as much as I did. I have to thank Doug Pfeiffer and Jennifer Newens, the
publishing directors at Graphic Arts Books for being those people and that publisher. Editor
Kathy Howard, designer Vicki Knapton, and marketer Angie Zbornik also added to my success.I
have to thank Dean Osmar and Sarah Armstrong for hiring my wife as a handler, where for three
years she learned the basics of mushing. Dean never took it easy on her, or me, when we first



started running dogs with him, but we became better mushers because of his tough love
teaching style. Also, despite being an Iditarod champion, Dean always treated us like equals,
then and now.Mitch Michaud and Jane Fuerstenau deserve a nod for also getting us into sled
dogs through their public outreach while presiding over the Peninsula Sled Dog and Racing
Association, and helping us build and constantly fix sleds we battered.I am equally indebted to
Kevin and Deb Hayes, Thera and Emma Mullet, and many other family and friends who gave
Lynx attention, helped with dog chores, brought by meals, or offered simple support whenever I
needed to work on this book or meet a looming deadline. Jim Frates of the Kenai Peninsula
Food Bank also has, for years, aided our kennel by alerting us when large quantities of freezer-
burned salmon and other meat were available for donation. These added rations meant far fewer
drives north to Anchorage for dog food, which provided me more time to write, and had the
added benefit of always making tails wag when these meals were offered in addition to the
regular kibble.My father, Joe Robertia Sr., deserves recognition too, for planting in me as a child
the seeds of literary love that eventually grew to fruition in the form of becoming a freelance
writer, and now author. Exhausted from the heavy demands of being a true blue-collar
workingman, my dad somehow always rallied enough energy to take me to the comic shop, local
bookstore, or library instead of just plopping me in front of a TV.I am very appreciative of the
editing efforts of Monica Mullet, Emma Mullet, Travis Wright, Amanda Burg, Kyle Ferguson, Kim
Morgan, Ray Lee, and other witty members of my local writing group: The Kenai Peninsula Finer
Things Club. Dave Atcheson also gets credit for giving me some writing tips and answering
many of my questions about navigating the long and twisty trail to finding a publisher.My wife,
Colleen, deserves the lead dog’s share of credit for this book, for not only passing on so much of
her mushing knowledge to me, but for always being a partner in this unorthodox lifestyle. Living
with forty dogs has never been easy, but from the abysmal lows to the Everest highs, the
cumulative experience has been an unforgettable journey, and one I’m glad we endeavored
together. I simply couldn’t have survived it without such a physically and emotionally strong
woman, and she’s the only one I want by my side. Cole also read and edited countless drafts of
all these stories, and stalwartly encouraged me to never give up on believing this book would
eventually see the light of day.I’m also obliged to my daughter, Lynx, the littlest pup in our pack,
for continually reinspiring me with her own love of nature, flair with all animals, and ability to
enthusiastically roll with a lifestyle revolving around so many dogs and dog-related
chores.Unquestionably though, I am most grateful to our dogs, for all the adventures we’ve
shared, for showing me so much amazing country I wouldn’t have seen without them, and for
inspiring me to write this book and, even before that, for revealing to me that I had a story to tell—
their story.

IntroductionAlaska—untamed, unrestrained, the edge of the wild. It’s been said this Last Frontier
is made up of people who don’t fit in but fit here better than anywhere else. I can’t speak for
everyone, but this maxim certainly resonated with my wife, Colleen, and me. In the Lower 48 we



always sensed something was wrong. Not with us, but with everyone else. The get-ahead
materialism, the I-need-more consumerism; we believed life was about doing—and being—so
much more. We felt a calling, a hunger not satiated in a world addicted to lattes and laptops,
governed by traffic and time clocks, and constructed of concrete and steel. This mutual feeling
brought us north in search of something, but to what, we didn’t know at the time.Where we’d
settle remained undetermined, as was how long we would stay, or what we would do for income.
We only knew we were drawn by a deep aspiration to live a more purposeful life, closer to
nature, and filled with adventure. In a stroke of serendipity, the first place we secured was a
stamp-sized cabin with no running water in a tiny town called Kasilof. Little did we know, the area
we moved to—and have since called home—was a mushing mecca.Soon after settling in, we
discovered teams of sled dogs blew by several times a day—their paws churning up the fresh
powder, their pink tongues dangling, and hot breath billowing into the cold air. We quickly
learned that within three square miles of our new home lived half a dozen mushers, cumulatively
owning more than 300 huskies between them. Sitting on our porch at dusk, the wails washing
over us were more than a wave of sound; we felt flooded by the tidal surge of full-throated howls
from the various dog packs.As lifelong animal lovers, we were immediately awestruck by the
camaraderie between human and dog pack, intrigued by the joy of purpose they both seemed to
share, and inspired to learn more. Within a few months we were apprenticing under other
mushers and had gotten our first few sled dogs, primarily rogues, runts, and rejects from other
kennels, as well as several pups from local shelters. We’ve never bought a single one, and
initially we got what we paid for. They were a motley bunch of untrained and nearly
uncontrollable hyperactive huskies. We had no leaders and to gain any kind of forward
momentum, one of us had to run down the trail in front of the raucous mob.But, over time, they
learned. Leaders emerged, their conditioning improved, and a team coalesced. Within a few
years we consistently had forty dogs living with us (and a high of forty-five at our peak, before a
few old-timers passed on). Vacations ended and the bank account drained as every penny we
had went to specially formulated kibble, veterinary care, and inordinate amounts of cold weather
gear and mushing equipment. Every moment we weren’t at work we spent in the company of our
huskies.We forged the life we longed for, one spent almost entirely outdoors and that moved
with the rhythm of the seasons—a simple life, but far from easy. In spring, we tilled the soil and
sowed a garden, as well as felled trees, cut the logs into rounds, and stacked the lumber to feed
our woodstove when the weather turned cold. In summer we turned to the sea, setting gillnets to
snare salmon, stocking chest freezers full with the silver slabs that we and the dogs dined on as
our major source of protein. Fall was spent hunting, harvesting our vegetable crops, and picking
berries and boletes, followed by days of jarring, jamming, and storing away as much of the wild
edibles as we could fit into our larder and whatever space remained in the freezers.Winter was
the season we lived for most though. Despite subsisting in a land where nights are so long the
darkness lasts much of the day, we relished the intimacy that developed through months of
traveling with our dog teams, more often from sunset to sunrise than the other way around (due



to maintaining day jobs to support our dog habit). Whether in the slanted light of day, or under
every phase of the moon and the enormous star-crowded skies of the evening, we journeyed
hundreds—sometimes thousands of miles—each year with our canine companions, exploring
the backcountry that makes up the bulk of Alaska.Together, we stared out over snow-blanketed
mountains, their blue-hued ridges fading lighter the further each fold of the landscape stretched
to the horizon, then traveled the range from end to end. In the lowland valleys between them, we
snaked along the serpentine curves of icy rivers and traversed seemingly endless expanses of
frozen lakes and buried muskegs. Our faces, confettied in the cold, white currency of the
season, hid the smiles beneath.Whenever weary, we’d hunker down in the silent stillness and
shelter provided within forests of dense spruce, basking for a few hours in the crackle and
orange glow of a makeshift campfire before eventually curling up with the dogs, sleeping
together for warmth and comfort.Despite the perpetually inhospitable cold and the miles that
separated us from more civilized society, in the hours and days of self-imposed isolation where
we shared space only with each other and our dogs, we felt like we were in the best place we’d
ever been or would be. In these far-flung locales where the only audible utterances of life were
the soft panting of husky breath and the voices in our own heads, we were in our element. We
felt happiness, experienced what it meant to us to be alive, and we found what we had come so
far north searching for: our true selves.This doesn’t mean our lives as mushers were always
bliss. All dog owners have their fair share of problems, and at times our struggles seemed
compounded fortyfold. It’s understandable that most folks tend to stay tight-lipped about the
minor calamities and major catastrophes that constantly occur. Sure, tales are legion of all the
things that can go wrong during the Iditarod, but few and far between are all the sordid stories
that begin to accumulate from a life shared with forty dogs the other fifty-one weeks of the
year.Still, I believe it is the misfortunes of our dog-filled lives that define us, the misadventures
we remember most vividly, and the mishaps that become the funniest stories to share with
others. This book will divulge these embarrassing details, which at the time we wished had never
happened but now are cherished and fondly retold for their humor, or significance, or for truths
they reveal.The driving force of sharing these stories is to give readers a glimpse of what it’s like
to truly live a half-feral Alaskan lifestyle as we have and still do, so they can vicariously
experience and comprehend the magnitude of responsibility, and all the joy, pain, and myriad
other emotions that come from the fabric of a life threaded through and through by the fur of forty
dogs.We don’t own our dogs; they are a part of us, our lives inextricably intertwined. For those
who spend more time around people than animals, this is a tough concept to comprehend.
Looking at a yard full of high-strung huskies, most outsiders to our world don’t see the
individuals, distinctly dissimilar from each other. To most folks, they’re merely different sized and
colored canines. They don’t see what we see. They don’t understand the unique personalities or
our shared histories with each one. But this is a chance to see it all.This isn’t just a rare
opportunity to experience remote areas of Alaska without having to rough it, to know white-
knuckle excitement without ever leaving the living room, and to briefly be part of the fraternity of



the fur-clad without feeling the sting of Arctic air or ever fearing frostbite. More than that, these
stories detail the dramatic communion between humans and canines, and in a way that is
honest, authentic, and at times raw to the bone.Through my words, I want people to see the
puppy we caught at birth, seconds old, still wet and wriggling, but quickly growing within weeks
to yip and yap to get us to play longer no matter how much frolicking we had already done. To
witness the scared pup shivering in the corner of the sterile chain-link stall at the animal shelter,
that prior to adoption was too afraid to even make eye contact with us, much less believe we
could be the bearer of a new lease on life. To learn how awkward and gangly they all were once,
tripping over their own paws the first time we harnessed them up and ran them in a team. To
experience seeing the dogs that went on to excel at what we trained them to do and exceeded
our expectations when their own primitive instincts and prowess for the outdoors took over.With
forty dogs comes forty deaths. You can’t have the yin without the yang. In the following pages,
readers will also come to understand you don’t just pay heavy emotional dues; you take out a
second mortgage on your heart. To feel the concern when the dogs’ internal fires begin to burn
down, their muzzles turn gray in retirement, and muscles that once bulged and rippled are
replaced with a stiffness so painful we have to lift the dogs from their cushy beds and carry them
outside to relieve themselves. To undergo the anguish and heartbreak that comes from standing
by helplessly as a companion you’ve known, and seen, and cared for everyday for a lifetime
finally bears the breadth of elsewhere. To not only lose that friend, but have them die in your
arms while you look into their eyes and unabashedly whisper in their ear how much they
meant.This book is an invitation to understand the essence of life with forty dogs in its entirety,
and through that comprehension to truly appreciate what we see every day, and never take for
granted how special it is. This is my goal, my purpose, my need—to share the intrinsic nature
and indispensable quality that determines each dog and defines their unique character and
personality. Not everyone can sacrifice their spare time, salaries, and sanity to get to know so
many characters—from the well-mannered to the wily—but this book will reveal the endless
adventures and misadventures that come to those, like us, who have made a life-changing
canine commitment.

A Rogues’ GalleryNo more stories at the pound,” Cole pleaded, as I walked in cradling the
newest addition to the kennel, one of several in recent months to join our ranks after being
abandoned or surrendered at the local animal shelter.My wife’s statement came partially in jest,
since I always consulted her by phone beforehand, but like me, she found it difficult if not
impossible to say “no” to a dog once we had actually experienced face-to-face contact. The
animal’s anonymity dissolved, no longer a static mugshot on a computer screen or newspaper
ad with the words “For Adoption” over its picture. Peering into the eyes of a hopeful inmate at the
pound—in fur and flesh—made them more real, made their plight more painful to ignore, made
their prospect for living or dying an at-hand decision. In these moments, disregarding the
opportunity to save a dog was inconceivable. “We’re running out of room,” Cole said.She wasn’t



wrong. At the time we didn’t even own our home or property. We were living on half an acre of
land, renting a cabin with the same interior square footage and charm of a small submarine. In
that one-room residence existed all our worldly possessions: a frameless futon mattress that
served as the bed; a folding card table with two metal chairs for eating dinner and hosting
company; a twelve-inch television that picked up (if you squinted) one channel; one pot, one
pan, one teakettle, two sets of silverware, and a box with all our clothes.In addition, we already
allowed half a dozen dogs to live inside with us, including Ping and Pong—two others who
originated from the pound a few weeks earlier. While working on a story about pet adoptions for
the local newspaper, I spied the tiny pup we would later name Ping at the back of one of the
sterile runs made of chain-link and concrete. Fuzzy, gray, and seemingly oblivious to the mere
days she had left to live if not adopted, I felt my heart not so much melt as turn gooey with
empathetic emotions. Her appearance also reminded me—almost exactly—of Goliath, a dog we
had acquired a few months earlier, but whose cookie-sweet personality had won me over.The
pup we later named Ping stares longingly out of her cage at the Kenai Animal Shelter. We
adopted her and her mother, whom we named Pong, the day after this picture was taken.At the
close of the workday I sped home to plead my case to Cole. She capitulated, but when I returned
to the pound the next morning the tiny pup now snuggled with a full-grown but otherwise
identical version of itself, which to my dismay I found out was its mother.“Yesterday, we had them
separated briefly for cleaning, but they came in together,” said the shelter manager, a lanky,
mustached man with a 1,000-yard stare I assume he developed from the same post-traumatic
stress that causes it in soldiers—seeing too much death.“They’re not a package deal, but it’d be
great if they went together,” he added.I stood dumbfounded, time pooling in the present as my
mind worked through the decision it now had to make. I hadn’t come for two dogs, nor did I
desire to leave with two, but how could I live with myself if I only took home this pup, severed the
bond between it and the only creature that unconditionally loved it till that point, and potentially
doomed the mother to death by lethal injection should she hit the end of her allotted time span
for adoption?I knew I couldn’t, and by the gleam in the shelter manager’s eye, I think he knew it
too. I called Cole to briefly explain these new circumstances.“Well, saving the pup and killing the
mom isn’t my definition of a rescue,” she said.With that approval, not only did Ping come home,
so did her mother, whom we named Pong.Weeks later, when I returned to the pound for a follow-
up story, I distinctly felt like a mark whose emotions the shelter manager knew could be played
like a fish on the end of a line.“Well, while you’re here, take a look at this one. She may be a good
fit for your program,” he said, his arm on my shoulder, steering me to my future furry
acquisition.This time, the dog cowering at the back of the run seemed much more aware of the
severity of its situation. I’ve seen circus elephants less sad than this pitiful pup. Its pelage was a
traditional black-and-white Siberian husky pattern and mask, crisp and contrasting, but without
the big-dog build. Instead, the pup had a more slender frame, slight stature, and a sleek rather
than furry coat. Based on its small size and still-present milk teeth, it appeared around four
months old.“So, what’s its backstory,” I asked the shelter manager, trying to sound more



indifferent than I felt.“It’s a female; came in overnight. We found her in the after-hours drop-off
cages with five littermates, but the others were so feral and frightened, there was no way to put
them up for adoption so I put them down,” he said as casually as if asking how I take my
coffee.“There was a note, too. Left by a musher, that’s why I thought it might be a good fit for you.
Lemme see if I can find it,” he said, and departed briefly. When he returned he handed me a
wrinkled piece of loose leaf on which was scrawled the crude handwriting of either a near-
illiterate person or a young child. The sparsely punctuated sentences read, “All of them are sled
dogs very loving dogs need to be trained … very smart good sled dogs … please do not put
down! Will be good for musher.”The plea moved me, deep to the marrow of my bones. Cole
seemed equally entangled in emotion when I brought the dog home, because despite her vow
that this should be the last pound pup, her sternness quickly melted away when I passed the
newcomer over and the cute critter softly licked her chin. Cole didn’t say anything, but as she ran
her fingers through the pup’s coat, I saw the intrinsic calmness that comes from petting a dog
engross her. I knew we were in agreement that I had made the right decision.“So what’s this
one’s name?” she inquired after a few minutes.“I was thinking ‘Six,’” I said. It seemed appropriate
for her, but also to somberly remember her five siblings who weren’t so fortunate.I think the
reason saving Six was so important to me, and all the dogs that came afterward, stemmed from
a childhood experience that was out of my hands. I was probably seven years old at the time,
living with my mom and a stepdad, a real hard-ass, at least with me. Neither of them was ever
really “doggy,” but they made an attempt to meet my needs for having a canine companion by
bringing home a mutt from the pound.They picked it; I wasn’t consulted at all, resulting in one of
my first life lessons: beggars can’t be choosers. But still, I marveled at the sight of this, my own
dog. He was colored like an old penny, and bore all his proportions perfectly out of whack. He
had an elongated torso and stubby little legs. His head was big, and his coat short. He looked
like a cross between a Welsh corgi and an Irish setter or Labrador.I fell in love immediately.We
called him Corky, although I can’t remember if he came with that name or one of us picked it for
him. Despite how friendly he acted with every member of the family, and how smitten I was with
him, my parents had a firm no-dogs-in-the-house policy. Relegated to the backyard, Corky
became bored, and rightly so, since I still spent most of my days at school. He tunneled
relentlessly, not only making the rear lawn an unsightly mess, which my parents weren’t keen on,
but when he dug all the way under the fence to freedom, he’d go on the lam for extended
periods, something else which they frowned on.After a few weeks or so they had a change of
heart about keeping Corky. Just outside my bedroom door, they spoke in voices loud enough for
me to hear about their decision, but when the step-douche came in, for some reason, even at
that young age, I needed him to say it to my face.“Could you hear our conversation?” he
asked.“No,” I lied, knowing he knew I had.“We’ve decided to take Corky back to the pound.
You’re just not showing enough responsibility,” he said, blaming me, like the classic cliché of the
bad carpenter who blames his tools. I showed as much responsibility as I had been taught, but—
then and now—I don’t think the decision had anything to do with me.“Oh,” I said, emotionally



crushed, but refusing to give the man who hurt me then—and my mom thirty-five years later with
his infidelities—even one tear. My first courage, perhaps.He peered at me, expressionless, for a
few seconds, then walked out without saying another word. The next morning Corky was gone
from my life, but lingered in my memories, haunting me for years.I felt guilt, initially questioning if
I should or could have done more to keep him, but as I grew older, it was not knowing what had
happened to Corky and the helplessness of it all that bothered me. In all likelihood, he was
euthanized for failing in a second home; I hoped that wasn’t the case, but had no way of finding
out his fate for certain. I was a kid; they were the adults. They made all the decisions, including
that one, because they lacked the commitment to honor the covenant of care between
themselves and the canine they agreed to adopt. But as an adult, I swore to myself if I ever got
another chance to save a dog, I would do my best to do better than they did.…Over the next few
years—after scrimping enough to purchase our own parcel of raw land—we accumulated so
many rescues, runts, and rejects from other kennels, it became a defining theme for our
operation. As a result, we settled on “Rogues Gallery Kennel” for the formal appellation of the
motley crew we acquired, all of which seemed to come to us through serendipity more than
conscious selection.Next came two males from Salcha, a rural mosquito-riddled area roughly
forty miles south of Fairbanks. The story of them joining the kennel began after we received an
urgent call for help from the neighbor of Martina Delp, a thirty-three-year-old fellow dog rescuer
from those parts. Delp, a proudly independent woman who served in the Alaska Air National
Guard, lived alone with the exception of her thirty-seven sled dogs—all rescues from the local
animal shelters—along with horses, a cat, and an exotic lizard.After she didn’t show up for work
one day, friends alerted authorities who checked on her welfare and were greeted with a grisly
sight. They found Delp’s lifeless body, and the cause of her death—as these responders pieced
together from the scene of her repose—a tree she had been chain-sawing clipped a power line
as it fell. The live wire instantly electrocuted her.Lynx and I enjoying a typical day in our life
shared with forty dogs. What kid wouldn’t want to grow up like this?Other than exchanging a few
rescue related e-mails with Delp, we didn’t know her at all, but we could ascertain—with
absolute certainty—that thirty-seven dogs were a lot to find homes for quickly in even the best
case situation, which this wasn’t. Delp’s family, who lived in the Lower 48 and Europe, were
unable to accept responsibility for so many dogs. Also, Delp wasn’t a professional racer, so her
name didn’t bring in the usual folks, eager to take home a dog as a connection to a famous
person, glomming on to a bit of their limelight. Furthermore, these were dogs that had already
been given up on once, considered damaged goods of a sort by most, so we knew from our own
experiences that people would not be beating down the door to take them home.Dogs aren’t the
only ones that run in packs, though. So, too, do dog rescuers. We linked up with a few others
who homed huskies in our area and made the ten-hour drive north in a convoy of pickups
carrying crates we knew would be filled with dogs on the return trip home.
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tsh, “Great Heartwarming and Enlightening Read. Others have written great reviews, and I
concur, Joseph and Colleen have done in life what I think many of us wish we had the guts,
selflessness, and tenacity to do ourselves. Joseph relays their feelings, their love of life, their
love of their daughter, Lynx, and their love of their furry family. It all comes though the pages of
this book loud and clear. Joseph has the ability to write with a novelist's pen and a reporters
terseness and candor. A most delightful and enlightening read.”

Laura Bee, “All I can say is "WOW!!". What an awesome and intimate journey Mr. Robertia takes
us on by sharing some of his greatest achievements, huge laughs and sadly, some devastating
heartbreaks. Life with Forty Dogs allows us to almost feel like we are there right along side his
"Island of Misfits" crew, and beautiful family. The details in introducing his family, both fur and
human, are so clear that I feel like I now know them. It also shows us in loud and certain detail
just how different living in such an awesome place as Alaska can be--challenging yet beautiful. I
loved this book so much that I've already read it three times, still laughing and crying just like it
was my first time. Life with Forty is an exceptional book and I can't wait for Mr. Robertia's next
adventure.”

theresa quiner, “I loved this book. I loved this book. I am a librarian, and plan to recommend this
book to anyone interested in Alaska literature, animals, animal rescue, and mushing. The stories
were hilarious and heartwarming. I couldn't put the book down. The story also touched on the
terrible dog overpopulation in Alaska, and the stress and frustration it can cause for people who
care and want to help the surplus of dogs. Joseph and his family of three humans and 40 dogs
live a fascinating life, and their stories are wonderful.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Couldn’t stop reading! Going to reread!. This book was/ is a fabulous
story. From the Midwest myself, I felt what it was like living in the middle of nowhere in Alaska
with Joseph and Cole. Especially all the rejects, personalities, of their sled dog team. Very well
written, and the best story I’ve read of what it is like raising pups, til they are old age.”

Nancy D. Snider, “Great read, wonderful book.. I really enjoyed this book.. I especially loved the
way each dog has his/her own story/personality.. along with the personal family life stories of the
author. Very genuine and entertaining and interesting to see how this Alaskan family views their
unconventional life with their 40 family members.  Just wonderful.”

STMusher, “Dog Lovers Must Read!. If you love dogs and stories of a much more simple life
where everything revolves around dogs, this book is for you. Personally knowing Joseph and
Colleen, I can attest to their commitment and love for their fur kids. Very few sled dog racers
have the caliber of respect for their animals like these two. This book made me laugh and cry.



Made me remember the time I was involved in "horsing around" with them. Made me realize
what a truly awesome lifestyle living with forty dogs is. Step into a forty-below zero world where
forty dogs make life a heck of a lot sweeter...”

Karen S, “Thoroughly enjoyed.. I would recommend this book. I enjoyed being part of the team
for awhile. I laughed at some off the antics and felt the heartbreak of losing Kawligja , especially
in such a horrible way.”

PK, “There is an important and heartwarming lesson in this book .... There is an important and
heartwarming lesson in this book, beyond the rewards of loving bonds with dogs. Robertia and
his wife's ability too see the potential in each cast away dog they bring home from the shelter,
and willingness to put enormous energy into helping each of those dogs achieve their own
potential is touching and inspirational. This is a story that teaches us all something about our
inner humanity, whether you are a dog lover, or even just a dog-liker.”

The book by Joseph Robertia has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 70 people have provided feedback.
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